Seizing
the Moment
How can supplier strategy ready
IT for what comes next?

The events of the Covid-19 pandemic have
shaken the global business community to
its core. While disruption continues, a
picture is beginning to emerge of how
businesses might rethink and reshape
themselves for what lies ahead.
As always, good CIO decision-making and IT
strategy are key to positioning
organisations for long-term success.

At This Partners, we wanted to take a snapshot of global
transformational thinking from both sides of the equation:
client and supplier. To that end, we assembled a panel of
industry thought-leaders for a virtual round-table discussion
on what just happened, where we’re at now, and where we
might go next.
Our panel members are all respected C-level figures from
globally recognised organisations. They didn’t always agree
with each other, but they all provided clear, unfiltered insight
and some serious food for thought.
Our discussion focused on five key areas:
1. The accelerated need for transformative change
2. The intensification of budget and resource pressures
3. The rising demand for flexibility
4. Our increasingly virtual existence
5. The evolution of client/supplier partnerships
We hope you find this unique discussion as interesting
and thought provoking as we did, and that it might help
inform your own thinking and decisions on future strategy.

Our panel
Christine Ashton
Transformational CIO, Cogventive
Christine designs accelerated business transformations
that deliver on objectives to simplify, digitise, be social,
diversify and pivot to alternative business models. As an
INED, brand mentor and C-level coach, she is helping to
close the gap between boards, buyers, influencers, and
sellers in our digital world.

Dr. Sanjiv Gossain
Senior Vice President, Cognizant, Digital Business
Europe and interim Head for UK and Ireland
Sanjiv is responsible for helping Cognizant clients
transform their businesses for the digital economy.
He is accountable for the digital business across all
practices in Europe. He is also responsible for markets
for UK and Ireland on a interim basis.

Ashish Kumar Gupta
Corporate Vice President (ITO) and
Head of HCL Technologies EMEA
Ashish is widely respected as one of the more
disruptive voices in the IT Outsourcing and Cloud
space, who since 2004 has pioneered much of HCL’s
growth, including the conceptualisation and execution
of Remote Infrastructure Management Services.
Ashish is passionate about innovation in business
and HCL’s wider contribution to society.

Edward Johns

Clay Van Doren

EMEA CIO, NTT Data

CEO, ATOS UKI

Edward oversees the delivery of leading-edge

Clay brings proven innovation and vision to complex

technology and digital transformation to bring

business problems in unsettled environments. As a

reputational and operational benefit to both clients

CEO, he is focused on his customers’ customer, and

and partners. As a CIO he is shaping key IT business

their improved experience through digital journeys.

change initiatives in EMEA, and building strong
transition and transformation teams.

Gerry Pennell OBE

Jeroen Versteeg

CITO, International Olympic Committee

Deputy CEO Europe, Capgemini

As CITO for the International Olympic Committee – and

Jeroen has been a CEO for over a decade. He’s

previously CIO at London 2012 – Gerry has been involved

passionate about implementing technology to improve

in the development of some of the most digitally

the experience of businesses, consumers and society. As

connected games. He is also a Non-Executive Director

a former member of the Social Economic Council in the

at UCAS, assisting with the challenges associated with

Netherlands he actively participated in the social debate

moving to the cloud, outsourcing and delivering a more

around technology. Today he does that in interacting

agile and digital delivery.

internationally with partners, advisors and clients.

Tina Sands

The Secret CIO

CIO, Cadent Gas

CIO Wealth Management,

Tina has an extensive background in delivering

An International Banking Organisation

large-scale technology programs and complex IT

The Secret CIO steers technology organisations towards

solutions that transform businesses. As a CIO, she

the delivery of highly effective solutions and services. As

has a passion for challenging strategic projects and

a C-level leader, he’s worked for tier-one organisations

building strong, high-performing teams to deliver new

across an array of industries. Due to the financially

transformational IT solutions.

sensitive nature of his current role, he asked to be
anonymised for the purposes of this discussion.

“Every organisation
wants to be making
bold decisions right
now. This is easier said
than done of course.”
Sanjiv Gossain, Senior Vice President, Cognizant

The Accelerated Need for
Transformative Change
COVID-19 has brought businesses’ need for transformation into sharp focus. Some were already
undergoing fundamental change, pre-pandemic. Others have brought change forward by
months, or even years. So how might this overnight revolution change our world?

As CIO at Cadent Gas – the UK’s largest gas distribution

had little to do with the technology department. We’d

network – Tina Sands has this year overseen a

already moved the IOC into the cloud, in terms of all the

transformative shift to remote working, at a speed

key services. Anything you could do in the IOC office you

many thought unfeasible. “We were already on a steady

could do from anywhere on the planet.

journey towards operating in remote ways, but [Covid-19]
massively accelerated things. And it’s demonstrated in

“But what COVID did was dramatically move forward user

that we absolutely can operate in remote ways, with a

adoption. People who’d never really engaged with tools

reliance on technology at the heart of that.”

such as Teams and SharePoint suddenly found that they
had no choice. Even one of the IOC Directors, who I think

Cadent Gas was fortunate in having a solid foundation for

had barely ever touched their laptop.”

change already in place – and just in time, too. “We feel
very lucky that investment we’ve made over the last two,

The IOC has a large constituency of voting members,

three years – including setting up Microsoft Teams at the

people from outside the organisation who attend

beginning of 2020 – has meant that the process has been

parliament-like sessions and vote on key issues

so much easier than it might have otherwise been.”

relating to the future of the Olympics. “A lot of them
are not digital natives,” says Gerry. “There was a bit of

Given the size of Cadent Gas’s UK operation, there have,

nervousness around getting them to a place where they

of course, been challenges. “The biggest issue has been

could confidently sit in front of laptops, ask questions,

broadband capacity in employees’ homes. We looked at

contribute to debates, and vote when the time came.

moving our contact-centre activities to home working.

So we put a lot of effort not into the technology per se,

That’s entirely possible, in theory, but because we deal

but into training and adoption. And the good news is,

with gas emergencies we can’t risk calls being missed

it worked.”

or misheard due to a worker’s home having inadequate
broadband capacity.”

Atos’s Clay Van Doren has seen his customers seizing
upon unexpected opportunities for change. “Our rail

At the International Olympic Committee (IOC), Gerry

customers are one example. Their volumes are way down,

Pennell has observed transformational change

so they’re saying, ‘Let’s make transformational changes,

mostly being made at an individual – rather than an

right now, that would otherwise be hugely disruptive

organisational – level. “The acceleration I’ve seen has

during normal conditions.’”

Other Atos customers have used the enforced pause

But amidst all these rapid adjustments to the ‘new

to take a long, hard look at their operations. “There’s an

normal’, Capgemini’s Jeroen Versteeg advises business

emerging category of customers who are going to make

leaders to be wary of neglecting other issues. “Climate

big, big transformations. They’re asking themselves,

change has not disappeared, for example. It’s still there.

‘Why do I have my own data centres? Why do I have

It may have shifted further away from the front pages,

an IT community?’ Big things. It’s going to be similar

but it’s still there. And if you look at every large company,

to the UK public-sector changes that occurred between

climate change and sustainability are at the top of

2004 and 2007. There’s a population considering

their agendas. Because if you are not a sustainable

changes at that scale right now.”

company, you are going to be out of business. That’s
my strong conviction.”

Cognizant’s Sanjiv Gossain asserts that any business
that wasn’t already undergoing transformation will
– or at least should – now be looking to do so. “Every
organisation wants to be making bold decisions right
now and to avoid playing it safe. This is easier said than
done of course. Businesses are having to balance many
conflicting objectives and find a way to address these
without falling into the trap of moving incrementally.”
For many, the fragmentation of services makes enacting
major change a serious headache. “Say you’re a highstreet retailer who wants to move to dark stores,” says
Cogventive’s Christine Ashton. “So you’re going from
being on-premise to moving your infrastructure to
the cloud. That kind of thing has always been very
fragmented. It’s the equivalent of moving house and
having to hire one company to move your sofas, another
to move your bedroom furniture, and so on. Nobody’s
ever come along and said, ‘We can move your business
from here, to here, tomorrow. And we can scale it up, too.’
Wouldn’t that be great? I think there’s a big opportunity

“We put a lot
of effort not into
technology, but
into training
and adoption.”
Gerry Pennell, International Olympics Committee

for anyone who could offer that.”

This Partners View
It seems clear that almost all organisations are currently dealing
with transformation of one form or another – although the focus
varies dramatically from industry to industry. While some are in
survival mode, others are taking this opportunity to accelerate their
shift to digital, or even to fundamentally rethink their strategy.
The supplier community recognises this, and forward-thinking
suppliers are in turn transforming the way they support their
clients, both operationally and commercially.

“I see Covid-19
as a huge
acceleration
to the new.”
Ashish Kumar Gupta, Head of EMEA
and Corporate VP, HCL

The Intensif ication of Budget
and Resource Pressures
With a handful of notable exceptions, virtually every business on the planet has taken a financial hit
during the pandemic. With budgets slashed and nerves on edge, are transformational IT
programmes still affordable – or even appealing – right now?

Countless businesses had IT transformation programmes

Atos’s Clay Van Doren is cautiously optimistic about

underway at the moment when Covid-19 turned the world

the immediate future for IT transformation – although

upside-down. Will those programmes see completion?

somewhat less hopeful about the economy at large.

Or are they likely to fall by the wayside as businesses

“I do think we could be in for a much bigger economic

instead focus on adapting to the ‘new normal’?

crisis than people are predicting. But for the moment,
[Atos] are so core to what businesses do that we’re going

There is, of course, no across-the-board correct answer,

to be near to the very last thing that they have to let go of.

but Cognizant’s Sanjiv Gossain believes it’s possible to

We have lost a handful of customers, but we’re still going

make a few informed predictions. “It’s a mixed picture.

to see a modicum of growth.”

Those transformation programmes that provide the
biggest payback will continue to be safeguarded as

NTT’s Edward Johns says that he suspects that there is a

postponing these always risks a serious impact.

significant downturn in IT transformation work. “I’ve seen
loads of projects being cut. Before [I took on my current

“However, there are sectors – such as hospitality – that are

role], I’d contracted for 25 years in the UK and Europe,

really struggling in the current climate. In those cases,

in transformation-programme director roles, and so my

even critical projects are being impacted. The situation

network is pretty large. And I’ve had an absolute flurry of

there is very serious as businesses are finding it difficult

people reaching out to me asking if I have any work. These

to fund the very transformation programmes that they

guys have been contracting non-stop for 25 years, they’re

will need in order to survive.

up to their necks in mortgages and fast cars, and suddenly
their contracting company is pulled out from under them.

“Businesses understand the need to keep moving

They’re in a difficult place.

forward, but there will always come a point where reality
must be faced. Can the company truly afford to resource

“What that means, in real terms, is that it’s a buyer’s

the level of transformation needed, and does it feel its

market right now. I can be very, very diligent about who

future is secure enough to continue? If the company

I hire, and I’ll probably get best-in-breed at somewhere

believes the answer is yes, then if anything it should

between a 20 to 40 percent reduced rate.”

consider accelerating its transformation plans.”

Cadent Gas’s Tina Sands points out that while IT

“But as long as a transformation programme has a robust

departments are often prime targets for budget cuts, it

business case that drives the business strategy, it will tend

doesn’t necessarily follow that IT transformations are in the

to be protected. The other thing, of course, is that putting

firing line. “Off the back of recessions and difficult times,

a stop on a programme can mean writing off everything

we always see the amount of money being spent on IT

that’s been invested in it to date. Plus, transformations

dropping quite significantly. So any software organisations

aren’t always just about opportunities. They’re often

that are enjoying something of a boom right now will also

underpinned by factors such as technology coming to

be worried what’s going to come in two years’ time, when

end-of-life, or asset health requirements. So yes, in many

the recession wave comes crashing down. That wave will

circumstances, these programmes will be safeguarded.”

hit certain other areas first, but it’ll then crash down on IT
HCL’s Ashish Gupta believes that the ‘all-bets-are-

technology and consultancy.

off’ nature of the pandemic will lead to businesses
considering transformation programmes that they’d
otherwise have shied away from. “I think it was Churchill
who said, ‘Never let a good crisis go to waste.’ And that’s
the way I look at it. You can think of this as a crisis, but it’s

“It’s a buyer’s
market right
now. I can
be very, very
diligent about
who I hire.”
Edward Johns, CIO, NTT

also an opportunity. A crisis focuses the minds of
individuals, of teams, of organisations. What we’re seeing
in the market is a large number of businesses doing
much bigger and bolder things than they would have
attempted during business-as-usual. For me, I see
Covid-19 as a huge acceleration to the new.”
This newfound willingness to push boundaries, says
Ashish, will help to offset the number of projects that
will inevitably be lost due to the economic downturn.
“Of course, you have industries such as air travel, where
all they’re trying to do right now is get back to some kind
of normality, because demand has vanished overnight.
But there are lots of other industries saying, ‘Okay, what
can we do differently? How can we be a bit bolder?’ And
that means that we’re only going to see a rise in demand
for technology and transformation.”

This Partners View
A focus on budgets can always be seen as healthy. Such a focus ensures
that initiatives are prioritised, that the most appropriate resources are
in place, and that programmes deliver real value to the business. In our
experience, the right approach to engaging with suppliers is key. It’s
in all parties’ interest to drive relationships of mutual long-term value,
and there’s almost always a way to structure an agreement that works
for all. Done well, the efficient allocation of scarce resources – through
better contracts and ways of working, for example – can drive long-term
improvements in cost, quality and performance.

“Some of our
suppliers were
a month behind
where we needed
them to be.”
The Secret CIO, CIO Wealth Management,
An International Banking Organisation

The Rising Demand
for Flexibility
The volatility caused by the pandemic has highlighted the value of agility for businesses looking to
build resilience. So are we headed towards customers demanding ever higher levels of
flexibility from their suppliers?
As a result of Covid-19 and its immediate aftershocks, says

“You could summarise this as, firstly, a need to remain

Cognizant’s Sanjiv Gossain, “initially many customers

absolutely focused on customers through investing

approached their suppliers looking for flexibility in

in innovation and agility. Secondly, look at any issues

their contracts. This could be in terms of payment

impacting the underlying strategy. Solutions here range

arrangements, adjusting resourcing levels or reviewing

from reviewing sourcing strategy and current contracts

levels of service. The supplier community has worked

through to potentially consolidation or segmentation

really hard to accommodate these requests and in most

of offerings. Whatever the answer, being flexible must

cases we can say that stage is behind us and that we are

always be driven by a real understanding of client needs.”

now back to focusing on the longer term goals.
The Secret CIO works at a major international bank.
“This is certainly true at Cognizant where we always

(Due to the sensitive nature of his position, he’s asked

have the long term success of our clients at heart.

to be anonymised.) During the initial stages of Covid-19,

We’re in it for the long term and understand the need

he found that many of his suppliers were unable to flex

to focus on our clients’ strategic priorities at each point

and keep pace with the rapid changes his organisation

of the journey.

was instigating. “At the beginning we were seeing a real
mixed bag in terms of planning ability and capability to

Going forward, says Sanjiv, clients’ requests for flexibility
will be less about financial firefighting and more about
empowering them to reshape their operations. “There
are two real focus areas right now. One is the drive for
innovation in terms of the customer experience and
further digitization. This means greater investment in
building technologies such as AI, data analytics, and
new digital solutions.
“The other focus area is of course one of costs. This is
a fundamental challenge throughout the organisation,
from capital management and operational cost
control through to pricing strategies and salesforce
management.

“A contract, by its very
nature, is designed to
the lowest common
denominator.”
Ashish Kumar Gupta,
Head of EMEA and Corporate VP, HCL

move as fast as was needed. Some of our global suppliers

“So while I think clients do want flexibility from suppliers

were a month, if not more, behind where we needed

– my organisation is always looking for flexibility – that

them to be. It’s been quite difficult, and it’s required some

flexibility is more useful within contracts. It’s more

contract changes that needed hard-nosed pushing on

valuable to be able to reshape a contract – to add things,

both sides to make happen.”

take things away – than to be free to shift to an entirely
new supplier.”

In terms of the unparalleled events brought about by the
pandemic leading to demands for increased flexibility

HCL’s Ashish Gupta is against doggedly holding clients

from suppliers, The Secret CIO believes they’ve made

to contracts. He views that as doing a disservice to both

little difference overall. “I think all this Covid-19 stuff is a

HCL and its customers. “I’ve always liked to say that a

red herring, if you look at the way that contracts had

contract, by its very nature, is designed to the lowest

been changing anyway over the last five years, or even

common denominator. Because what happens is, the

longer. If you remember the ‘good old days’, you’d have

customer’s lawyer comes in, my lawyer comes in, they

fixed-term 10-year contracts where it took the first three

do a bit of negotiation, and the end result lands right

or four years to build the scope and do the migrations,

down the middle somewhere. That’s the lowest

and then you milked the value out of the last five years or

common denominator.

so.
“And living your life for the lowest common denominator,
“But those days are gone, right? Things happen

it’s very unexciting, right? It’s very boring to deliver exactly

overnight these days – or within the first year,

what’s in the contract. As a company, what we really want

anyway! Typically, even three years feels a long time now,

is to have fun, to do more than the customer imagined

when you’re talking about sticking on a platform, sticking

was possible. And that inspires people.

on a technology, or even sticking with the same supplier.
So for a long time, flexibility has been rising and driving

“The worst thing in life, for all of us, is to have low targets

to where we’re at now. The downside of that, especially

and to hit them. I’d rather take aim for very high targets

from the point of view of a big organisation, is that it’s a

and try and find a way to hit them. Even if I fail, it doesn’t

massive headache changing suppliers. Making that kind

matter, because I’ve already gone far beyond where I

of transition, it takes a year for both sides – client and

thought I would. There’s a well known quote: ‘Aim for the

supplier – to work out how the relationship is going to

moon, and if you miss, you’ll land among the stars.’”

function.

This Partners View
There seems to be a consensus that we’re in uncharted territory
right now, and that it’s therefore critical that clients and suppliers are
flexible in the way they work together. In our view the real value of
the contracting process is the engagement and relationship building
between the client and supplier teams: it’s the stage at which the
delivery teams really work out how a deal will operate (despite what
the sales team may have thought was sold) and the client clarifies
requirements in black and white. Revisiting this process during times
of change can be enormously helpful in revitalising ‘stale’ deals, and
getting them back in line with real business needs.

“Companies never
ask themselves,
‘Are we digitally
resilient?’”
Christine Ashton, Transformational CIO, Cogventive

Our Increasingly
Virtual Existence
The pandemic has resulted in an explosion in home working, enabled by increasingly robust
home broadband and collaboration platforms such as Microsoft Teams. Is the virtual office
here to stay? And if so, how will businesses adapt?

Of all the subjects discussed by our panel, this was the

that the digitisation of companies is now crucial,” says

one that revealed the largest divergence of opinions.

Capgemini’s Jeroen Versteeg. “Offices are closed,

Some of our interviewees asserted that the traditional

countries are closed, people are working from home. If

office had been forever digitised, and our workdays

you’re not getting the message about the importance

forever changed. Others believed that we’re merely

of digitisation then you’re living under a rock. However,

experiencing a temporary blip, and that we’ll all be back

humans are social animals. So these companies that are

at our desks soon enough.

saying they’ll never have offices again, and everybody will
work remotely? Honestly, I don’t believe it.

“Personally, I’m encouraging my people not to return
to the old normal,” says NTT’s Edward Johns. “Because

“I work at a company because of the social interactions

people were already starting to say, ‘I need to go to

that I have with people there. And it’s nice to be able to

Romania.’ And I’m challenging that. Do you really need to

speak to people via camera, but after a few months of

go to Romania? Is it just because you want to go to that

that, I’m starting to get sick and tired of it. I don’t believe

nice restaurant in Cluj?

that this will become the standard way of interacting.
“Of course, companies are seizing on this opportunity

“Because that flight to Romania, it’s effectively a working

to reduce international travel, and to reduce their CO2

day out to get there, and half a day to get back because

footprint. But I don’t believe that after we have a vaccine

of time zones, so that’s 60 percent of the time wasted

that the world is going to look that much different

just to go meet with someone for a two- or three-hour

from before.”

workshop. I’m keeping my boot firmly on top of the
whole IT department and saying that the world has

Atos’s Clay Van Doren concurs. “Within my community,

now changed, and we need to change with it.

there’s an idea that 95% of people will continue to be
working from home. I don’t see that happening. You’re

“From an IT perspective, I see no reason for physical

missing out on the interaction, on the watercooler chat,

presence on-site, and no reason for travelling purely

on the productivity.

for meetings. That’s avoidable.”
“There’s a precedent for this. If you look at the US, that’s
Others are less convinced that face-to-face interactions

the only place that virtual contact centres have fully

have been permanently lessened. “Everybody gets

taken off. There’s a US airline that set up a 100 percent

virtual contact-centre, and it worked. But when

“Communication will start to break down, and it’ll be

they’ve tried to set up other businesses virtually, it

particularly difficult in large groups. If you’ve got 10

really hasn’t worked, and they’ve ended up having

people in a room and 10 people working remotely, a

to go back into offices.”

meeting between them just isn’t going to work as well as
all 20 being in the same situation.

Cogventive’s Christine Ashton raises the point that
if a business does want to switch to virtual offices, not

“It’s going to take some time for people to work through

every employee will be in a position – or a location – that

this stuff, but I do hope we don’t just go back to how

can accommodate that.

things were.”

“There’s this assumption, certainly in the UK, that
everybody’s got fast broadband, or can easily get to
somewhere where there’s broadband. But that’s not
necessarily true, and I don’t think that’s been really
thought about, to be honest. And there’s not been
much discussion around the responsibility that falls
on the government and local councils.
“Should councils have a responsibility to ensure that their
areas are digitally resilient? Should there be a digital
resilience quotient for councils? Should we rank councils
based on their efforts in this area? Never mind emptying
the bins!
“Digital resilience is a bit of a hobbyhorse for me. Because
I think companies worry about whether they’ve got
enough widgets or enough people, but they never really
ask themselves, ‘Are we digitally resilient?’”
Cadent Gas’s Tina Sands foresees a future that falls

“If you’re not
getting the
message about
digitisation,
you’re living
under a rock.”

somewhere between the new and old normal. “I think
there’ll be a blend of remote and office working. But
I also think there’s a risk there. Right now, remote

Jeroen Versteeg,
Deputy Head of Europe, Capgemini

working is proving very effective, because everybody’s in
the same position. But when you get to a point where
half the team are at home and half are in office, you’ll
have problems.

This Partners View
Is there an organisation that hasn’t been shifting to digital over the
last few years? Several of our customers have been there, done that,
and are now proud owners of the T-shirt. It’s been a complicated
and sometimes difficult learning experience for many of them, but
it’s always left them far better positioned for the future. As a virtual
organisation ourselves, shifting our engagements over the last few
months has been relatively seamless – although there are times
when the “flight to Romania” option does feel tempting. Fancy
dinners aside, those corridor conversations are often key to building
the trust needed to close the final rounds of negotiation and work
collaboratively during the critical first months of a new deal.

“Our suppliers
have got skin
in the game.”
Tina Sands
CIO, Cadent Gas

The Evolution of
Client/Supplier Partnerships
With the world reshaping itself at astonishing speed, suppliers and clients are evolving their relationships in
order to stay ahead of the curve – together. Are we entering a golden age of IT symbiosis?
Many organisations have found their client or supplier

other roles I’ve done, because I’ve got a group of

partnerships tested this year. But few organisations

people who actually need to work in partnership with

have experienced challenges on the scale of those faced

us. And that, as you know, is not always the case with a

by the International Olympic Committee (IOC). With

supplier relationship.”

the Tokyo Olympics now delayed until 2021, it’s taken a
Herculean effort to keep everything on track.

The IOC may be in a uniquely fortunate position – wherein
their suppliers actually pay for the prestige of supplying

“We are definitely more heavily reliant on our partnerships

– but Cognizant’s Sanjiv Gossain believes that

right now than we normally are,” says the IOC’s Gerry

partnerships built around successful outcomes are fast

Pennell, speaking to us on what should have been the first

becoming the norm. “This is a great opportunity for the

day of the 2020 Olympics. “There’s been an intense level of

supplier community to rethink the way they engage with

cooperation between ourselves and our providers to get

customers in order to truly help tackle the challenges they

us to a place where we can deliver the Olympics in a year’s

face. Suppliers need to ask themselves: “Are we flexible

time. And while it will undoubtedly be more expensive

enough? Are we thinking hard enough about our clients

than if we’d delivered now, it hopefully won’t be so much

current and future strategy? What is the real desired

more expensive that it’s ridiculous.

outcome here?

“If we had more ‘traditional’ contractual relationships we

“The new reality brings constraints for everybody, and the

would’ve just had change control after change control, just

old approach of buying resources and skillsets will not be

an endless stream of bills, bills, bills. But happily, because

sufficient to tackle the challenges businesses will face in

we have a different kind of relationship with our sponsors,

the future. Buying decisions will be under greater scrutiny

we’re in a slightly different place. What drives that is a

than ever before, as companies insist on greater bang for

certain alignment, rather than the level of contract.

their buck as well as a proven track record of innovation.
Focusing on outcome based agreements is not a new

“Because if you’re a sponsor of the games – if you’re

concept, but customer expectations are likely to move

ATOS or Intel or Alibaba or any of these people – then

even further in this direction.”

it’s as much in their interest for us to successfully move
back one year and still deliver. Because that’s the way

Clay Van Doren says that at Atos, “We specifically look

they get the brand recognition, which is essentially

for customers that want to partner. We’re fortunate that

what they’re paying for. So that puts me in a very

our growth is increasingly due to significant relationships

fortunate position actually, compared with some

that stretch back 10, 15, 17 years. So I can afford to invest

in them. I can afford to put people on the ground to help

The Secret CIO – our anonymised CIO at a well-known

them with strategy work, without billing them.”

international bank – heavily values relationships over
contracts. “It’s the relationship that really matters. The

In his work at HCL, Ashish Gupta was an early advocate

contract? You write it, you put it in a drawer, and if you ever

and practitioner of collaborative outsourcing. “It’s an

need to pull it out again then someone’s failing. I’ve always

approach that basically says, ‘You understand your

been taught that that’s the better way of doing things,

business better than we do. But we understand

right from my first day on the job at 21.”

technology better than you do. And so if we collaborate,
we can create better outcomes, together.’ It’s a good

So are contracts now of lesser importance than the

theory. And the great thing is that between 2005 and

relationships that they formalise? “I think that’s probably a

2015 – across 10 years or so – we managed to prove that it

bit utopian,” says Cogventive’s Christine Ashton. “I actually

actually works.

think that contracts are very helpful – but it’s about time
that we wrote them in a different way. I mean, I’ve had

“At the heart of this is an attitude that our methods

contracts that are inches thick, so the only thing you want

are going to have to go beyond the contract. In fact,

to do is file them away and never see them again. And the

‘Relationship Beyond the Contract’ is our company tagline.

whole process of contracting is so arduous, so dreadful.

It’s an attitude we’ve built across our entire organisation.
When our people are working with a customer, they’re

“I think the whole notion of a contract needs to change.

really working with them, in a way that’s very passionate

In recent years we’ve become really good at writing

about the customer’s needs, where the customer’s

operating manuals and run books. So why shouldn’t we

business is going, and how HCL can help drive that

have a partnership run-book? Why shouldn’t I have a

business forward.

document that lays out what we’re going to do on a dayto-day basis, how we’re going to work and all the rest of it?

“Flexibility is almost table stakes now. Service providers

I don’t see any harm in that. I think it’d be helpful.”

need to really put customers’ business objectives first,
and be completely aligned with them, and take a few
more risks in order to achieve them.”
Speaking from the client side of the equation, Cadent
Gas’s Tina Sands also places great value on mutually
beneficial relationships. “We do try to engender a
partnership arrangement with our core key suppliers.
That creates flexibility, shared KPIs, shared goals, and a
willingness to support each other. They’ve got skin in the
game. They’ll come to you with opportunities, and you
both grow together.”

This Partners View
There’s a really interesting tension between the need for greater
flexibility in contracts, and the additional value that longer-term
relationships can unlock on the supplier side. There’s also the
question of trust: the initial stage of a transformation programme
can be painful for all, but it’s also where organisations learn to work
together and adapt to each other’s strengths – and weaknesses. It’s
a shame to throw all that learning away in the name of flexibility,
and, of course, there’s always a significant cost of change. We
recommend a focus on relationship building and developing a
shared, open minded strategy focused on mutual success.

This Partners
“Undertaking this
exercise has been
a fascinating and
enlightening experience,
for which we owe our
sincere thanks to the
industry leaders that
took time to contribute.”

Although there are clearly a series of differing
perspectives on how to approach the challenges
being faced, some common themes emerge.
Namely, that whilst the world we operate in will
inevitably continue to change, collaboration
rules over conformation, building true
partnerships rather than traditional customer/
supplier relationships is imperative and having
a clear vision and strategy – not just a lengthy
contract – has never been more important.
We hope, like us, that you have found the
insights and perspectives valuable and that they
will prove useful input as you develop your own
strategy for the months and years ahead.

Andy Palfrey

Mike Kelly
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